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Abstract
There has been a recent resurgence of interest in
explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) that aims
to reduce the opaqueness of AI-based decisionmaking systems, allowing humans to scrutinize
and trust them. Prior work has focused on two
main approaches: (1) Attribution of responsibility
for an algorithm’s decisions to its inputs, wherein
responsibility is typically approached as a purely
associational concept that can lead to misleading
conclusions. (2) Generating counterfactual explanations and recourse, where these explanations
are typically obtained by considering the smallest perturbation in an algorithm’s input that can
lead to the algorithm’s desired outcome. However, these perturbations may not translate to realworld interventions. In this paper, we propose a
principled and novel causality-based approach for
explaining black-box decision-making systems
that exploit probabilistic contrastive counterfactuals to provide a unifying framework to generate
wide ranges of global, local and contextual explanations that provide insights into what causes an
algorithm’s decisions, and generate actionable recourse translatable into real-world interventions.

1. Introduction
Algorithmic decision-making systems are increasingly used
to automate consequential decisions, such as lending, assessing job applications, and prescribing life-altering medications. There is growing concern that the opacity of these
systems can inflict harm to stakeholders distributed across
different segments of society. These calls for transparency
created a resurgence of interest in explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) (Guidotti et al., 2018; Mittelstadt et al., 2019;
Molnar, 2020) in which the goal is to generate effective
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explanations that help build trust by providing a mechanism for normative evaluation of an algorithmic system,
ensuring different stakeholders that the system’s decision
rules are justifiable (Selbst & Barocas, 2018); and provide
users with an actionable recourse to change the results of
algorithms in the future (Berk, 2019; Wachter et al., 2017;
Venkatasubramanian & Alfano, 2020; Karimi et al., 2020a).
Prior work in this context has focused on the attribution of
responsibility of an algorithm’s decisions to its inputs. These
approaches include methods for quantifying the global
(population-level) or local (individual-level) influence of an
algorithm’s input on its output (Friedman, 2001; Goldstein
et al., 2015; Apley & Zhu, 2016; Hooker, 2004; Greenwell
et al., 2018; Fisher et al., 2018; Lundberg & Lee, 2017;
Lundberg et al., 2018; Datta et al., 2016); they also include methods based on surrogate explainability, which
search for a simple and interpretable model (such as a decision tree or a linear model) that mimics the behaviour of a
black-box algorithm (Ribeiro et al., 2016; 2018). However,
these methods can produce incorrect and misleading explanations primarily because they focus on the correlation between the input and output of algorithms as opposed to their
causal relationship (Hooker & Mentch, 2019; Kumar et al.,
2020; Frye et al., 2019; Guidotti et al., 2018; Molnar, 2020;
Alvarez-Melis & Jaakkola, 2018). Furthermore, several
recent works have argued for the use of contrastive explanations (a.k.a counterfactual explanations), sometimes called
counterfactual explanation which are typically obtained by
considering the smallest perturbation in an algorithm’s input
that can lead to the algorithm’s desired outcome (Wachter
et al., 2017; Laugel et al., 2017; Ustun et al., 2019; Mahajan
et al., 2019; Mothilal et al., 2020b). However, due to the
causal dependency between variables, these perturbations
are not translatable into real-world interventions and therefore fail to generate insights that are actionable in the real
world (Karimi et al., 2020a).
This paper describes a new causality-based framework for
generating post-hoc explanations for black-box decisionmaking algorithms that unifies existing methods in XAI and
addresses their limitations. Our system framework reconciles the aforementioned objectives of XAI by: (1) providing insights into what causes an algorithm’s decisions at the
global, local and contextual (sub-population) levels, and (2)

generating actionable recourse translatable into real-world
interventions. At the heart of our proposal are probabilistic
contrastive counterfactuals of the following form:
“For individual(s) with attribute(s) <actual-value>
for whom an algorithm made the decision <actualoutcome>, the decision would have been <foil- (1)
outcome> with probability <score> had the attribute been <counterfactual-value>.”
Contrastive counterfactuals are at the core of the philosophical, cognitive, and social foundations of theories that address
how humans generate and select explanations (De Graaf &
Malle, 2017; Gerstenberg et al., 2015; Pearl, 2009; Lipton, 1990; Woodward, 2005; Grynaviski, 2013; Morton,
2013). Their probabilistic interpretation has been formalized and studied extensively in AI, biostatistics, political science, epistemology, biology and legal reasoning (Greenland,
1999; Robins & Greenland, 1989; Greenland & Robins,
1999; Tian & Pearl, 2000; Greenland, 1999; Robertson,
1996; Cox Jr, 1984; Pearl, 2009; Grynaviski, 2013; Mandel, 2005). While their importance in achieving the objectives of XAI has been recognized in the literature (Miller,
2019), very few attempts have been made to operationalize
causality-based contrastive counterfactuals for XAI.
This paper proposes a principled approach for explaining black-box decision-making systems using probabilistic
contrastive counterfactuals. Key contributions include:(1)
Adopting standard definitions of sufficient and necessary
causation based on contrastive counterfactuals to propose
novel probabilistic measures, called necessity scores and
sufficiency scores, which respectively quantify the extent to
which an attribute is necessary and sufficient for an algorithm’s decision. (2) Showing that the problem of generating actionable recourse can be framed as an optimization
problem that searches for a minimal intervention on a prespecified set of actionable variables that have a high sufficiency score for producing the algorithm’s desired future
outcome. (3) Establishing conditions under which the class
of probabilistic contrastive counterfactuals we use can be
bounded and estimated using observational data (Sec. 3).

2. Preliminaries
We denote variables by uppercase letters, X, Y, Z, V ; their
values with lowercase letters, x, y, z, v; and sets of variables
or values using boldface (X or x). Denote Dom(X) the
domain of a variable X. We use Pr(x) to represent a joint
probability distribution Pr(X = x). The basic semantic
framework of our proposal rests on probabilistic causal
models (Pearl, 2009), which we review next.
Probabilistic causal models. A probabilistic causal model
(PCM) is a tuple hM, Pr(u)i, where M = hU, V, Fi is a
causal model consisting of a set of endogenous variables V
and a set of exogenous variables U that are outside of the

model, and F = (FX )X∈V is a set of structural equations
of the form FX : Dom(PaV (X)) × Dom(PaU (X)) →
Dom(X), where PaU (X) ⊆ U and PaV (X) ⊆ V −
{X} are called exogenous parents and endogenous parents
of X, respectively. The values of U are drawn from the
distribution Pr(u). A PCM hM, Pr(u)i can be represented
as a directed graph G = hV, Ei, called a causal diagram,
where each node represents a variable, and there are directed
edges from the elements of PaU (X) ∪ PaV (X) to X.
Interventions. An intervention or an action on a set of variables X ⊆ V, denoted X ← x, is an operation that modifies the underlying causal model by replacing the structural
equations associated with X with a constant x ∈ Dom(X).
The distribution Pr(u) induces a probability distribution
over endogenous variables and potential outcomes. Using
PCMs, one can express counterfactual queries of the form
Pr(YX←x = y | k), or simply Pr(yX←x | k); this reads as
“For contexts with attributes k, what is the probability that
we would observe Y = y had X been x?” and is given by
the following expression:
X
Pr(yX←x | k) =
Pr(yX←x (u)) Pr(u | k)
(2)
u

Equation (2) readily suggests Pearl’s three-step procedure
for answering counterfactual queries (Pearl, 2009), which
requires the underlying PCM to be fully observed, i.e, the
distribution Pr(u) and the underlying structural equations
must be known, which is an impractical requirement. Indeed, counterfactual queries are not identifiable in general
if the underlying causal models is not fully specified.
For causal diagrams, Pearl defined the do-operator as a
graphical operation that gives semantics to interventional
queries of the form “What is the probability that we would
observe Y = y (at population-level) had X been x?”, denoted Pr(y | do(x)). A sufficient condition for identification of intervetional queries is the backdoor-criterion, which
states that if there exists a set of variables C that satisfy
a graphical condition relative to X and Y in the causal
diagram G, the following holds (Pearl, 2009):
X
Pr(y | do(x)) =
Pr(y | c, x) Pr(c) (3)
c∈Dom(C)

In contrast to (2), the RHS of (3) is in terms of observed
probabilities and can be estimated from observational data.

3. Explanations and Recourse Using
Probabilistic Counterfactuals
In this section, we introduce three measures to quantify the
influence of an attribute on decisions made by an algorithm.
We then use these measures to generate recourse for an
individual that received a negative outcome.
Explanation Scores. We are given a decision-making algorithm f : Dom(I) → Dom(O), where I is set of input

features and O is a binary outcome, where O = o denotes
the positive decision and O = o0 denotes the negative decision. Consider an attribute X ∈ V and a pair of attribute
values x, x0 ∈ Dom(X). We quantify the influence of the
attribute value x relative to a baseline x0 on decisions made
by an algorithm using the following scores (we implicitly
assume an order x > x0 ).
Definition 1 (Explanation Scores). Given a PCM
hM, Pr(u)i and an algorithm f : Dom(X) → Dom(O),
a variable X ∈ V, and a pair of attribute values x, x0 ∈
Dom(X), we quantify the influence of x relative to x0 on the
algorithm’s decisions in the context k ∈ Dom(K), where
K ⊆ V − {X, O}, using the following measures:
• The necessity score:
def
x0
N ECx (k) =

Pr(o0X←x0 | x, o, k)

(4)

• The sufficiency score:
0

x
S UFx

def

(k) = Pr(oX←x | x0 , o0 , k)

(5)

• The necessity and sufficiency score:
def
x0
N E S UFx (k) =

Pr(oX←x , o0X←x0 | k),

(6)

where the distribution Pr(oX←x ) is well-defined and can
be computed from the algorithm f (I).
0

0

For simplicity of notation, we drop x0 from N ECxx , S UFxx
0
and N E S UFxx whenever it is clear from the context. The
sufficiency score in (5) reads as “What would be the probability that for individuals with attributes k, the algorithm’s
decision would be positive instead of negative had X been x
instead of x0 ?” The necessity score is the dual of sufficiency
score and the necessity and sufficiency score establishes a
balance between necessary and sufficiency; it measures the
probability that the algorithm responds in both ways.
Computing Explanation Scores. Recall from Section 2
that if the underlying PCM is fully specified, i.e., the structural equations and the exogenous variables are observed,
then explanation scores and counterfactual recourse, can be
computed via Equation (2). However, in many applications,
PCMs are not fully observed, and one must estimate explanation scores from data. First, we prove the following on
explanation scores.
Proposition 3.1. Given a causal diagram G, if the decisionmaking algorithm f : Dom(I) → Dom(O) is monotone
relative to x, x0 ∈ Dom(X) and if there exist variables
C ⊆ V − {K ∪ X} such that C ∪ K satisfies the backdoorcriterion relative to X and I in G, the following holds:
N ECx (k) =

S UFx (k) =
N E S UFx (k) =

P


Pr(o0 | c, x0 , k) Pr(c | x, k) − Pr(o0 | x, k)

P

Pr(o | x, k)

Pr(o | c, x, k)Pr(c | x0 , k) − Pr(o | x0 , k)

c∈Dom(C)

c∈Dom(C)

Pr(o0 | x0 , k)
X
c∈Dom(C)


0
Pr(o | x, k, c) − Pr(o | x , c, k) Pr(c | k)

Proposition 3.1 facilitates estimating explanation scores
from historical data when the underlying probabilistic causal
models are not fully specified but background knowledge on
the causal diagram is available. We further present general
bounds to estimate these scores in the full version (Galhotra
et al., 2021).
Counterfactual Recourse. For individuals for whom an
algorithm’s decision is negative, our framework generates
explanations in terms of minimal interventions on a userspecified set of actionable variables that have a high sufficiency score, i.e., the intervention can produce a positive
decision with high probability. The explanations can be
used either as justification in case the decision is challenged
or as a feasible action that the individual may perform to
improve the outcome in the future.
Given an individual with attributes v, a set of actionable
variables A ⊆ V, and a cost function Cost (a, â) that determines the cost of an intervention that changes A from
its current value a to â, a counterfactual recourse can be
computed using the following optimization problem:
argmin Cost (a, â)
s.t. S UFâ (v) ≥ α
(7)
a∈Dom(A)

This optimization problem treats the decision-making algorithm as a black box. The solutions to this problem provide
end-users with informative, feasible and actionable recourse
by answering questions such as “What are the best courses
of action that, if performed in the real world, would change
the outcome for this individual with high probability?” We
formulate the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem over the domain of actionable variables and express it
as an integer programming (IP) problem of the form:


X
X
φA
argmin
δa 
(8)
â∈Dom(A)

A∈A

a∈Dom(A)

S UFâ (v) ≥ α

subject to
X

(9)

δa ≤ 1, ∀A ∈ A (10)

a∈Dom(A)

δa ∈ {0, 1},

∀a ∈ Dom(A), A ∈ A

(11)

The objective function in the preceding IP is modeled as
a linear function over the cost of actions over individual
actionable variables. φA is a convex cost function that measures the cost of changing A = a to A = â, for each
A ∈ A (φA = 0 when no action is taken on A) and can
be predetermined as â deviates from a (e.g., the cost could
increase linearly or quadratically with increasing deviation
from A = a). Constraint (9) ensures that action â will
result in a sufficiency score greater than the user-defined
threshold α. In other words, the intervention A ← â can
lead to the positive outcome with a probability of at least
α. Constraint (10) and indicator variables δa ensure that of

all values in the domain of an actionable variable, only one
is acted upon (or changed). Note that the IP formulation
ensures that multiple actions can be taken at the same time.
To compute the sufficiency score in (9) from historical data,
we rewrite it as S UFâ (k ∪ a) ≥ α, where K consists of all
non-descendants of A in the underlying causal diagram G,
and we assume that K satisfies the backdoor-criterion relative to O and A (cf. Section 2). Then, we can incorporate
the lower bound obtained for the sufficiency score in the
optimization problem, as follows:
Pr(o | â, k) ≥ Pr(o | a, k) + α Pr(o0 | a, k)

(12)

Since k, a, α are constant, the RHS of (12) is also constant
and can be pre-computed from data. We estimate the logit
transformation of Pr(o | â, k) and model it as a linear
regression equation. This allows us to express (12) as a
linear inequality constraint for the IP in (8). The solution
to this optimization problem can be seen as a recourse
that can change the outcome of the algorithm with high
probability for individuals with attributes k for which the
algorithm made a negative decision. Note that the number
of constraints in this formulation grows linearly with the
number of actionable variables (which is usually a much
smaller subset of an individual’s attributes).

4. Experiments
In this section we evaluate the recourse generated by our
framework on the following datasets. We trained random
forest classifiers and used them as black-box algorithms.
German Credit Data (Dua & Graff, 2017). This dataset
consists of records of bank account holders with their personal, financial and demographic information. The prediction task classifies individuals as good/bad credit risks.
Adult Income Data (Dua & Graff, 2017) contains demographic information of individuals along with information
on their occupation, working hours, etc. The task is to predict if the annual income of an individual exceeds 50K.
German-syn. We generate synthetic data following the
causal graph similar to the German dataset with a difference that savings is assumed to affect credit history and
other actionable attributes.
4.1. Solution Quality
Real data. We sampled individuals that achieved negative
outcome and generated recourse with sufficiency threshold
of 0.90. One of the examples consisted of an adult female
applicant with low credit amount and savings but high credit
history. In this case, our approach returned that credit history and savings need to be increased to achieve a positive
outcome. Another example consisted of a senior male individual who had low savings and low credit history. In this
case, our framework recommended to improve the credit history as the smallest change in actionable attributes to achieve
positive outcome. We indeed performed this intervention

and validated the correctness of the suggested recourse. We
observed similar results for adult dataset. As an example,
our framework suggested that increasing the hours to more
than 42 would result in a high-income prediction for some
of the individuals.
Synthetic Data – Correctness. We sampled 1000 random
instances that received negative outcomes and generated
recourse using our approach. Each unit change in attribute
value was assigned unit cost. The output was evaluated
with respect to the ground truth sufficiency and cost of returned actions. The lowest cost recourse suggested by our
approach comprised of credit history as it further affected
other features. On the other hand, a prior non-causal technique (Ustun et al., 2019) assumed independence between
features and suggested to improve multiple features like
savings, housing and credit limit to change the decision
outcome. This experiment validates the optimality of the IP
formulation in generating low cost and effective recourse
that complies with the underlying causal effects.
To further test the scalability of our techniques, we considered a causal graph with 100 variables and increased the
number of actionable variables from 5 to 100. The number
of constraints grew linearly from 6 to 101 (one for each
actionable variable and one for the sufficiency constraint),
and the running time increased from 1.65 seconds to 8.35
seconds, demonstrating it’s scalability to larger inputs.

5. Related Work
Our work is related to a line of research that leverages counterfactuals to explain ML algorithm predictions. In this
context, the biggest challenge is generating explanations
that follow natural laws and are feasible and actionable in
the real world. Recent work attempts to address feasibility
use ad hoc constraints (Ustun et al., 2019; Mothilal et al.,
2020b; Joshi et al., 2019; Dhurandhar et al., 2018; Van Looveren & Klaise, 2019; Liu et al., 2019). However, it has been
argued that feasibility is fundamentally a causal concept
(Barocas et al., 2020; Mahajan et al., 2019; Karimi et al.,
2019). Few attempts have been made to develop a causalitybased approach that can generate actionable recourse by
relying on the strong assumption that the underlying probabilistic causal model is fully specified or can be learned from
data (Mahajan et al., 2019; Karimi et al., 2019; 2020b). Our
framework extends this line of work by (1) formally defining
feasibility in terms of probabilistic contrastive counterfactuals, and (2) making no assumptions about the internals
of the decision-making algorithm and the structural equations in the underlying probabilistic causal models. As an
independent work, Mothilal et al. (2020a); Watson (1989)
proposed a notion of necessity and sufficiency scores for
quantifying feature importance but do not study recourse.
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